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Introduction

Who is responsible for preparing teachers of French? One can sound evasive

and say: "The profession." The more widely one spreads the responsibility the

less oppressive is the weight of obligation on oneself and the easier it is to

"let George do it." Each one of us has his special interest; and if it happens

not to be the preparation of teachers, we would prefer to leave this particular

duty to those who are interested in it.

In this paper I shall maintain that it is indeed the profession that is

responsible, but lest we be tempted to seek refuge in anonymity I shall also ar-

gue that there is not a single person among us, whatever his special interest

may be, who is not individually responsible for improving the preparation of

teachers of French or other foreign languages.

My colleagues on the panel criticized an earlier draft of this paper as

being too general and. skirting the subject. In various ways they expressed the

wish that I would make specific suggestions, that I would let myself go, that I

would speculate or even indulge in pipe dreams about future designs of teacher

education programs. The present version therefore represents a cautious shift

to the left. The suggestions I make for mobilizing the profession can be graphed

as a set of concentric circles with each of us, you or me, individually located

at the center of what looks like a spider web.

You and I

Whatever our individual specialization, you and I have in common the fact
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that we are teachers of some aspect of French--or another language. It follows

that, consciously or not, we are teachers of teachers. For the future teachers

in our classes we are examples of how, or how not, to teach. My colleague

Laurel Briscoe likes to ask this question: "Since new teachers tend to ape

the way they dere taught, should we not make our teaching of them exemplary?"

Teaching by example is at least as powerful as teaching by precept.

Even university linguistic or literary scholars who profess not to be

interested in pedagogy are nevertheless concerned with the art of teaching and

take pride in forming some of their best students in their image and occasion-

ally in seeing a particularly brilliant disciple outstrip them in scholarly

acumen or writing skill.

Such teaching, however inspired, and teacher training by example is, I

claim, not enough. However impressive teachers may he either as linguistic

scientists or literary artists, scholars, historians, critics, or lecturers,

their colleagues in the department or in the profession have a right to at

least their moral supp,,rt and their votes for other professional activities,

such as the preparation of teachers for elementary and secondary schools and

for pedagogical as well as literary, linguistic, and cultural research. Pres-

tigious university professors can, without hampering their own scholarly pur-

suits, support all legitimate activities of their departments, and their support

is essential to a profession-wide effort to *prove teacher preparation.

Responsibility sits more directly on those of us in the university who

are not only models for future teachers but who train them. It is we who must,

in cooperation with other teachers and with our students, take the initiative

in reexamining our goals and objectives, the curriculum of the teacher-train-

ing program, and evaluation procederes.

Responsibility is no less heavy on those of us who in elementary or

4
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se,.:ondary school classrooms seek to share our joy in .learning' with Younger and

more susceptible students. We too must constantly question our effectiveness

as stimuliterL of learning, consciously plant the seeds of interest in the

possibiiiry of fcture teaching, and explore the limits of our possible pro-

fessional cellaboration, all in the interest of preparing better teachers.

As you and I examine ourselves as teachers and especially as teacher train-

ers, and as we grow and change with the times, we will of course invoke our own

highest standards and ideals. We shall also want to measure ourselves against

the statement cif Qualifications for Teachers of Modern Foreign Languages elab-

orated by a comnittee of the Foreign Language Program of the Modern Language

Association and published in PMLA, Vol. LXXVII, No. 4, Part 2 (September 1952) ,

p. 3H. Every teacher or teacher trainer should in fact display prominently

on his desk or on his office wall a copy of this qualifications statement.

TAkial.aur Students Into Partnership

Self-scrutiny leads us, on the next circle, to an examination of our assl-

ciation with others. Let us began with our students, c. neglected source of

future teachers as well as a possible resource in teacher education, curriculum

development, ani research. Despite our recent preoccupation with "relevance"

we have not in my opinion gone nearly far enough in cultivating student colla-

boration.

On any level of instruction, from preschool to graduate school, we should

be ready to recruit future teachers, not of course by using even the slightest

pressure but by making no secret of the pleasure we take in teaching and thus

creating in our students a corresponding pleasure in learning.

As I see it, there arc three essentials to success in this recruitment effort:

(1; that we experience a real joy in teaching and, echoing the words of Jean

notrt 1,oiu demoure in the face of adversity and adversaries; (2) that

ft)
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we take a real interest in our students as individual human beings whose infinite

learning potential only awaits the touch of our imagination to be ignited; and

(3) that we not withdraw our hand the minute a student leaves our class:oom.

Kindled imaginations need tending over the years.

Almost any class group of American students will contain some individuals

with unusual language contacts or foreign exierienoe. such individuals can he

tacti.111' Asu by d teacher as resources to stiwIlate interest. If perchance

our class does not contain such students, we can invite former students or mem-

bers of other classes to play this role.

In redesigning the curriculum. now would it be if, instead of taking twenty

to thirty students in lock-step through a course which we imagine will fill

their Leeds, we were to take, say, five students of diverse backgrounds but

eager to collaborate with ai instructor in planning a course--or five courses--

including the designing of an instrument to deteraane the student's cultural

and linguistic background and his readiness for the course, a statement of aims

and objectives, a detailed syllabus, indentification of materials and learning

aids, and evaluation instruments: My fellow panelists will perhaps want tc sug-

gest other possible projects for student-teacher collaboration.

The Department of French or Aber Foreign Languages

Let us widen our view and consider our departmental colleagues, with whom

we must be willing to study, discuss, and resolve the pro'Jle- of teacher pre-

parationamong many other problems. My own pest experience as a university

teacher, while not aldays encouraging, has telee, t suspectrtypical. You will re-

cognize the ,lilemmas; Hari red teaching assistants forced by the "syster" to

neglect their teaching apprenticeship in favor of a heavy load of graduate

stulieo, .1..erworked supervisors making one or two perfunctory k'isits to a teaching

assistant's class, senior colleagues uninterested in lower-division course's

ti
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unwilling to teach thm (1 gave even kw." of an Interested tenior colleague

who was not_reimitted to te:%d.h a beginning course), and scholais.whose exclusive

interest in literaty theory of theoretical linuoistics makes them resent research

in language learning, applied linguistics, culture, and civilization. I once

wrote an essay en 'The fices of Language: Tool, Communicatin, k;ultule, Style"

(The Graduate J urnal, Universit., of Texas, Vnl. Nn. 2, Fall 19641 in an

et fort to broaden our departmental perspective. Though I gave literature the

place of honor in my essay, it was not enough to placate one "literature only
colleague, who read it with a polite "no comment."

Whether we find ourselves in a school, scr.00l system, college, or univer-

sity, you and 1 are uembers of a team of teachers- -and teacher trainers. This

tan may be stronger or weaker than the sum of its members. All lepencls on

their individual and collective humanistic imagination. If a department is to

become strong and to inspire among younger colleagues and students a desire to

emulate their seniors, several conditions have to prevail: (ll Each teacher

has to set for himself a high standard of proleslional achievement. t2) While

1.ursuing with passion his on teaching and research, he needs to take a reason-

able interest in the special aptitudes and interests cf his colleajuea and to

support them in these interests so long as the.i cortril)utc posleive!y to tiw

total program. (3) He should be willing to join with his colleapp.s in !Aanning

and implementing a total program on a level with the most Iraqinative tt.,nkinq

of the group. (4) This program should include, ab an integial part, a teacher-

education covponent.

for a moment consider this te4chet-education c,)rvInent, an admit:111e

total design for which we already have in car" tot leacher-:

Programs in Mo.:ern Foreigr Lar4u4qes, 3oi:Aly sponsored by ri,e Na!),,nal

: ;tat f: rirectors of reacl.e! 1lucaticn and certificatitin and tLe X( Jett;
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Lanyulye Associ.1-..,.. (See ?MIA, Vol. LXXXA, No. 2fMay, 1.96t1), pp. A-2, A-3;

and Thu Modern !Ansi:lace Journal, October I%6.) Thee Guidelines as well

as cherelated statement of Qualifications, are based on the concept of compe-

tency however acquired rather than on the accumulation of hour credits; in

designated ..nurses. It is this conoept which, incorporated in the pioneering

Guidelines aid c;lialifications docvmants in 1°)66, is now being promoted by

professional teachers associations. So ierhaps tnis is an idea which was pro-

mulgated fifteen years too early by our profession but whose time may now have

'corn!:, if only we can create a cordial working relationship with our colleagues

in professional education.

Befo.ie moving out to the next circle let we ti-y to answer a question that

is oftrn asked, namely, what. did 1,1. depactments learn from the NDEA istituLes

which they helped to staff. The blunt answer is, Very little, or at least

v:ry little that they were willing to build into tiieit regular teacLer-education

programs. As John S. Diekhoft writes in his excellent study tii/kA and tR:.dern

ore ixi Languaues (l'ie5), "The Institute Prokam has been essentially a reme-

di41 program, designed to correct deficiencies in the prior education of teacheis

already in service, to upgrade their skills, and to reorient them tuward audi)-

lingual teaching." 1p. 38) In the words of Mildred Boyer, writing about

"Language Institutes and Their Future," (I:MIA, Vol. LXXIX (Sept. Jet .2) ,

p. 111, "The ultimate goal of the institute program is--or should be.' - -t<' woLk

itself out of a job by making this kind of training unnecessary. Suoh a p,a1

is attractive for a num!.ev of reasons. If--or when--we reall it, it will meal,

that the language teaching profession of the United Flates has, aftel tic

of the Federal :_ivernment during a time of crisis, rade itself cal.arle o: 4C-

ceptiny responsibility for its own future again. It will rean

that we have Len able to buil!! out best thinking ahciut training ot
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foreion-lan4ua4p teachers into lr req,:lat teacher-trainin4 raograms in collvqt:3

and universities throughout the colintry." in a footnoty (p. 90) 1:1knoit

writes, "Nt officer of the ?ISM. sug4ests that the terminal date for Institutes

s:.ould he dofined as Oyu years after :lieges Ana univets.:es litIonstrate

that they ate aoinq.the lob In 'heir leo prograr4s. A IAJtVSSOE of moriein

lanquacies 11;i.} ,es, 'Then they aro permaia.n'." Ant in an even it ore 1,essimistiy

vein Elton Hocking writes ilournal of Ser:onlar_y I location, to. 1414, I. .Adi,

"Pvidentiti nassive effort 'o retrain feas!hers is a losing one Ihe rot

and universities ire turnin 0:t ill-prepar,i teachers faster then the Insti-

tutes can rettain a Word the NITA Instituto!; merely tli,.orsitated

far we are (te ;loin,; our tic,l. of teacher stdlcation.

Academic- Professional Parfneshiw "i.e hnt.ente rordtale

I) college ant iniveisity languaqo departments is ie:wially :eft the resinw-

sibility for preparii$y coliee and .iniversity teacht.ts,but teachers of rrerch

and other languuyes in sclior)ls at prpared in part by lanliaAu depart-

wents and in part by Aer,artments, schools, Ir coll-vies or rdlcotion.

A comlietent teacher in any field know:, what tr. tvach and 1,(A4 to teach:. It

LS idle to arstiV which is more rvpatant; :A:th are ussLotial. All too tr..cviently

in teacher-traininq 1:rograzns the _;td! ;A:;1 tltv how 31c saratea. ilvpdfa-

tion of teachers ot !Ten(q., r xarrio, a ..logit'tPttit suldeiart.kw !ren-h

has responsilulity certit-ying that a prospec*ive tea hr adqua. t knowl-

edge art skill in such asvet:ts of rrnch as lancvi , Itn4uistics, Iveraturt,

culcure, ant civilization: and the d%;parti-ent, school, ot t4

USUall haS reSVOnSLbL11'..* Cvrt:t.:Itiq that t.ne Catldatu (V:I-

q...atu competence in uldvnirg, conavuinu, ana tval i,ht how

or'en are the W! d`, thf IL''.
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It is my conviction that any effort to improve the quality of teacher pre-

paration is foredoomed to fail until academic educators (i.e., teachers of aca-

demic subjects) and professional educators (i.e., teachers of Education) learn

to collaborate--fully and freely.

The moment is favorable for the creation of an entente :ordiale, between

academic and professional educators. The present campaign by professional edu-

cators to promote competency- .or performance-based teacher education provides

us with a golden opportunity,, which the AATG has been quickest to seize.

It :11,1 emphasize the absolute necessity of our collaborating with our pro-

fessional colleagues. If we do not, we may as well abandon any hope of improv-

ing the quality of FL teaching and learning in the schools; for it is the pro-

fessional educators who have the closest ties with the schools, with the state

departments of education, and with the many professional associations.

Tho best .opportunity for our working together with ou: colleagues in Educa-

tion is in my opinion the student teaching program. Here it is that the student

teacher has an opportunity to demonstrate that he knows what to teach and how to

teach. His performance should, I believe, be evaluated by a committee consisting

of the principal of the school in which the student has done his apprenticeship,

the cooperating teacher, a professional supervisor, and an academic

supervisor, the latter two from the teacher-preparing institution. It seems to

me of the greatest importance that these four educators obtorve the same per-

formances, having been provided by the student teacher with lesson plans, that

they then meet together to compare their criteria and evaluations, discuss

discrepancies, and if possible reach a consensus.

Teacher-Administrator Relationship

Every teacher is part of an administrative hierarchy. The interaction i)e-

tween teachers and administrators is the subject of our next circle. The official

whose policies

I ()
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and actions impinge on the classroom teacher are, in school, the department

head, the guidance counselor, the principal, the subject coordinator, the di-

rector of instruction, the personnel director, the superintendent, etc., all of

whom are responsible to the school board, which in turn is responsible to the

community through its voters and taxpayers. In the university the classroom

teacher is subject to the course chairman, division coordinator, departmental

chairman, dean, provost, president, chancellor, all of whom are answerable to

the trustees or regents, who in a public institution are subject to the legis-

lature, the governor, anSI ultimately to the people who vote and pay taxes.

Most teachers, especially in schools, want as little as possible to do

with administrators and in fact feel thaL they don't have the time to concern

themselves with questions of academic governance, but in so deciaing they are

forfeiting their right to a voice in their professional status and in the for

mulation of educational policy. The maintenance of a proper balance between

teaching and administration is delicate,and teacher-trainers can accept their

full responsibility only by participating firmly with the administration in the

determination of academic policy and procedure and by guiding their student

teachers in the principles of proper teacher-administrator relationships. In-

dividual teachers who exceptionally do take an active interest in such matters

may run the risk of being labeled trouble-makers. The only self defense

teachers have is in collective action, hence the existence of all sorts of teacher

associations, which we shall take up after first considering the possible im-

pact on teacher preparation to be accomplished by a partnership between school

and college FL teacher s.

A Collaboration of School and College FL Teachers

Secondary schools cr elementary and secondary schools together can provide

up to six levelsof FL instruction: This instruction closely resembles that of
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our college undergraduate courses and indeed often excels it in interest and

effectiveness. Would it not be mutually beneficial for French teachers in ele-

mentary schools, secondary schools, colleges, and universities to collaborate

on the solution of their common problems; Here my own exporience has been both

good and bad.

On the debit side I. have this to retort. One year we FL teachers in the

local chapter of the AATSP, both secondary and university, decided to meet to-

gether to discuss our common problems, but we made the mistake of not cratting

the permission of the high command. After two evening meetings our high-school

colleagues were ordered by the school administration to have nothing further to

do with those subversives in the university. Pondering the implications of

these events, it seems to me indispensable that in preparing future teachers of

French and other subjects we iaclude instruction on how to achieve

cooperation between teachers in schools and in universities.

On the credit side I can report the following: Some years ago one of our

high-school teachers of Spanish, unable to arrange a fourth-level course for

twu of her good students, asked us whether we could accommodate them in one of

our junior courses. We inquired of the dean and found to our happy surprise that

there were no bureaucratic impediments. The students were made welcome without

fee; and it was agreed that they would attend regularly, do all the work, parti-

cipate in the class discussion, take the final examination. and receive a grade.

Since the inception of this arrangement no ')iyh-school student has earned a

grade of less than B. A record is kept of the grade; and if the student later

enters the university, the grade becomes a part of his record. It a student

chocses to go to another university, our chairman wrioes a letter setting terth
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the facts and recommending that, if it complies with that university's rules,

the student receive credit foi the course. This arrangement has a double

psychological acvantage: the highschoolers take pleasure in out-performing

the college students, and the latter tend to be shamed out of their lazy ways.

And the acceleration of learning may very well hook a prospective teacher or

two.

The Role of the AATF

The American Associatior of Teachers of French exists for the protection

and professional advancement of teachers of French. Whereas an individual

teacher of French may wish to add his weight to other good causes and join

other organizations, it is the AATF which most directly serves teachers of

French. How an individual may best serve his professional organization and use

his influence to increase the power of the organization to serve individual

teachers is a subject which should naturally be included in the program of

the teacher candidate.

Given the importance of recruiting and preparing professional teachers of

French, the AATF shculd perhaps consider expanding is ffforts in this area to

include not only the training of FLES teachers and of teachers for the secondary

school and college but also of bilingual teachers, home visitors, and other out-

of-school teachers. In my opinion the Association could do much to stimulate

and sponsor pedagogical research and thus help provide the kind of experience

which is badly needed by teacher candidates and new teachers.

An urgently needed task closely related to teacher education is the revision

of the MLA Vt. Proficiency Tests for Teachers and Advanced Students. Perhaps

the AATF could sponsor such an undertaking for the tests in French.

yhe_communit".ar a.yeswicce

,re can imagine ray more concentlic clryles, the sublect of tt(

I3
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12.

last one I shall mention is the teacher's relationship with the community. No

matter on what level he teaches, the teacher of French can and should use the

community as a resource to augment the effect of his teaching and he should be

alerted to this possibility in the course' of his preparation for teaching.

Sometimes, to our collective chagrin, someone in the community takes the

initiative, as in the case of the St. Lambert Experiment near Montreal and of

CODOFIL (Council for the Development of French in Louisiana), both of which

are instructive to us and might well serve in teacher-preparing programs as ex-

amples of what can be accomplished by collaboration between the school and the

community.

I am confident that you are all familiar with the home-school language-

switch program in the St. Lambert School. Here in 1966 a group of mothers in

an English-medium school proposed to Professor Wallace E. Lambert, a McGill

University psychologist, that he undertake an experimental program in their school,

using French as the exclusive medium of instruction in kindergarten and grade

one, introducing English in a limited way from grade two, and gradually increasing

the use of English grade by grade until both languages attain parity. To every-

one's surprise, these English-speaking children compared favorably with French-

speaking children in their learning in French and their control of French, and

furthermore with little or no formal instruction in English they also compared

favorably with English-speaking children. (Wallace E. Lambert and G. Richard

Tucker, Bilingual of Children, Rowley, Massachusetts: Newbury House,

Publishers, Inc., 1972.)

In Louisiana a politician named James (Jimmy) Domengeaux undertook a public-

relations campaign to maintain the French language and culture in this state.

Largely as a result of this energetic and talented man's work, there are now five

1'1
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bilingual programs under way, with collaboration from Quebec, Maine, New Hamp-

shire, and France. Lspecially worthy of mention is the contribution of French

coozerants militaires, young men who are allowed by the French government to

opt for this form of cultural service abroad instead of performing military ser-

vice.

Another form of innovative education which teacher-trainers might well con-

sider in their community relations is a variety of early childhood programs.

Wilson Riles, the California State Superintendent of Public Instruction, has dis-

covered the learning potential of preschool children and has been instrumental in

promoting a voluntary program beginning at age four. ("Report of Task Force on

Early Childhood Eduction," Sacramento, California, Nov. 26, 1971.) Such a pro-

gram might well include the early learning of French or French-English bilingual

education. A full realization of the languaie-learning potential of infants

and preschool children suggests the desirabiliky of training home visitors to

advise mothers on the best ways of encouraging early learning by infants and

young children. (See Roy W. Alford, "Appalachia Preschool Education Program:

A Home-Oriented Approach," in Andersson and Mackey, Bilingualism in Early Child-

hood...Rowley, Massc4usetts: Newbury House, Publishers, Inc., forthcoming.)

The discovery that ages one and a half to three may be the most favorable for

learning to read opens up the possibility of not only bilingualism but of bilit-

eracy for the preschool child. (George L. Stevens and F. C. Oren, The Case for

Early Reading, St. Louis, Missouri: Warren H. Green, li.c., (lcun J.

Doman How to Teach Your Baby to Read: The Gentle Revolution, New York: Random

Hluse, 1964; Ragnhild S3derbergh, Reading in Early Childhood: A Linguistic

Study of a Swedish PresenoolChild's Gradual As_quisitiou of Reading/ Ahility.,

Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1971; Burton L. White and Jean Carew, It. al.,
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Experience and Environment: Major Influences on the Development th4 Young

Child, Vol, 1, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1973)

Conclusion

I have not attempted to outline another blueprint of teacher education.

This has already been done and well done for the schools by Andre Paquette and

others in the Guidelines for Teacher Education Pro rams in Modern Forel n Lan-

guages;by Mills F. Edgerton, Jr., "Training the Language Teacher--Rethinking

and Reform," Foreign Language Annals, Vol. V (December 1971), pp. 197-205;and

Douglas C. Sheppard, "Certificcation and Evaluation of Teachers," ADFL BulletinA.

Vol. IX (December 1972), pp. 5-7;and for the colleges by Norman P. Sacks

("Training the New College Instructor" in 212orts of Surveys and Studies in

the Teaching, of Modern Foreign Languages, New York: The Modern Language Associ-

ation of America, 1961, pp. 176-178);and by Archibald T. MacAllister, editor

("The Preparation of College Teachers of Modern Foreign Languages: A Conference

Report," PMLA, Vol. LXXIX, No. 4 (May 1964), pp. 29-43).

My message comes closer to the hortatory appeal by Frederick D. Eddy in this

J'accuse piece on "Staffing Foreign Language Departments in Colleges and Univer-

sities: A Declaration of Principle". (PEALS, Vol. XIV, No. 2, February 1974, pp.

12-17.) and his sequel on "Staffing FL Departments in Colleges and Universitites:

A Tentative Draft of Criteria" (ADFL, Vol. VI, No. 1, September 1974, pp. 31-37.)

though I try to focus more on individual than on organization responsibility. I

have also tried to make my suggestions conform to William D. Schaefer's "A National

Foreign Language Program for the 1970's," especially Point 7 in his Outline for

Action, namely, "---a realistic and workable system must be developed to assure

national standards in language achievement and quality control in the training

of teachers as well as in teaching itself." (ADFL, Vol. VI, No. I, September

1974,) (pp. 7 - 17) I am concerned not so much with

1 1;
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another blueprint, since those which have already beindeiiiinedhav-not really

been tried out, but rather with a new concept of our job and a new spirit for

tackling it.

Addressing myself to the individual teacher, myself and my colleagues, whom

I have imagined at the center of a series of widening circles, I have tried to

measure individual competence--defined broadly as knowing what and how to teach- -

against one's ideal. The resulting self-image must of course be positive if one

is to be successful in fighting fatigue and disillusionment, and conceive of one's

job innovatively and with enthusiasm.

The greater one's self-confidence the greater will be one's influence for

good on those around one. I have suggested using selected students as a resource

by including them as collaborators in curriculum research. As others have done

before me, I have mentioned the n.'ed to broaden the perspective of foreign-lan-

guage departments which are too ekusively preoccupied with linguistic and

literary theory. Especially have I pointed out the indispensable need for close

and cordial collaboration between academic and professional educators, without

which the what and how of teaching will never be successfully integrated. Essen

tial also is a mutually respectful working relationship between teachers on the

one hand and guidance counselors and administrators on the other.

The teacher trainer's influence can, and preferably should, operate far be-

yond the walls of his own institution. He can exert an influence for good by

collaborating with his colleagues in elementary and secondary schools and by en-

couraging his high-school colleagues to send motivated students to appropriate

classes in the university. As a member of one or more professional associations

he can multiply the effect of his research and innovative teaching ideas and can

learn from other creative teachers, and he can add his clout to that of others
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And finally, the trainer of teachers can and should tap the resources of

the community he is serving, not only his immediate community but also the

wider community of those with whom he shares a second language and culture. Bi-

lingual education and early childhood learning potential provide unusual op-

portunities and resources. The use of Vrf.,,ch as a medium of instruction, not

only in bilingual communities but even in English-speaking communities (e.g.,

St. Lambert), greatly exceeds the effectiveness of teaching French as a subject.

The learning potential of the infant and the very young child, which is only

now coming into full recognition, presents the French teacher and teacher trainer

with extraordinary new opportunities and resources, which can serve in turn to

revitalize the teaching of French on all levels.
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